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Although the stabilization of transition states by means of electrostatic interactions with the protein is the 

most accepted hypothesis to account for the origin of the amazing enhancement of chemical kinetics in 

enzyme catalyzed reactions (compared with its counterpart reaction in solution), other hypotheses have 

been suggested to explain the origin of this feature of enzymes. One of the most controversial proposals 

raised in the past years is the role of enzyme dynamics. Thus, while it is broadly accepted that protein 

conformational movements are indispensable to enzyme function throughout the catalytic cycle, in 

substrate recruiting, chemical transformations, and product release, nevertheless, knowledge of the 

coupling between protein movements and the chemical reaction, and the contribution in reducing the free 

energy barrier of the rate limiting step is still a question of debate. Another contentious topic is the 

quantitative estimation of tunnelling effects in enzyme catalysis when reactions involving light particles are 

involved. The question is whether the enzyme is optimizing the high and width of the energy barrier to 

enhance quantum tunnelling, by comparison with their counterpart reaction in solution. And if this is the 

case, is this effect relevant in enzyme catalysis?  

I am in this talk presenting some of the last results obtained in our laboratory to show our perspective in 

the field. Our studies are based on Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations within hybrid Quantum 

Mechanics/ Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM) potentials in the theoretical framework of the Transition State 

Theory (TST). Limitations of the dynamic effects in the TST are introduced by means of dynamic 

recrossing coefficients, computed by QM/MM rare event trajectories and by Grote-Hynes theory, while the 

multidimensional tunnelling transmission coefficient is obtained through EA-VTST/MT method. This 

combination of methodologies has been applied to systems such as Formate Dehydrogenase1 and 

Thymidilate Synthase2. 
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